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THE HANKEL TRANSFORMATION
OF BANACH-SPACE-VALUED GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS

E. L. KOH AND C. K. LI

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. The object of this paper is to study Banach-space-valued generalized

functions belonging to [Hp(A); B] for which the Hankel transformation may

be defined. In Realizability theory for continuous linear systems (Academic

Press, New York, 1972), Zemanian considered certain p-type testing function

spaces for which the Laplace transformation is defined. Tiwari (Banach space

valued distributional Mellin transform and form invariant linear filtering, Indian

J. Pure Appl. Math. 20 (1989), 493-504) follows Zemanian in extending the

Mellin transform. Their works are based on the denseness of the Schwartz

space Dm(A) in the testing function spaces of interest. This method is not

possible here since the space Dm(A) is not dense in H/,(A), and the structure

of Hf,(A) is quite different from that of Dm(A), which has an inductive-limit

topology. Thus, it is necessary to introduce a dense subspace fiDi(A) of Hf,(A)

to derive some properties of H^(A). We then define the Hankel transformation

on [Hn(A); B]. We end this paper with some operational formulas, which are

analogous with those given by the first author in SIAM J. Math. Anal. 1 (1970),

322-327.

1. Introduction

Zemanian studied the theory of Banach-space-valued testing functions and

distributions in [2], which is somewhat more general than that of scalar distri-

butions. He constructed Dm(A) as the inductive-limit space given by

oo

Dm(A) = D^(A) = \jD^.(A)

7=1

where D% (A) denotes the linear space of all smooth functions 0 from R" into

a Banach space A such that supp tp c Kj. Kj are compact subsets of R" and

Kj c Kj+X , U°l, Kj = R" . We assign to D"J (A) the topology generated by the

collection {yk ; 0 < k < m} of seminorms, where yk((p) — supreA: H^KOIU .

Applying the interpolation theory, he describes the local structure property

below.
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Theorem 1.1. Let fi e [Dm(A); B] and K be a compact interval in R" . Then

there exists an integer p e R" with 0 < p < m and a continuous [A; B]-valued

function h on K such that, for all tp c D™+[2](A),

</,<£) = j h(t)DP+W<p(t)dt.
Jk

In general, p and h depend on fi and K.

Finally, he mentions

Theorem 1.2. If £Tm and 3rm(A) are normal spaces (i.e., D is dense in ETm

and ym(A)), then there exists a bijection from [^m(A); B] onto [!Tm ; [A ; B}}

defined by
(g, xp)a = (fi, wa),       xpe^m, aeA,

where g e [¥m ; [A ; B}}, fie [3rm(A); B].

Tiwari [3] mimics the method of Zemanian in defining Banach-space-valued

distributions for which a Mellin transform can be given. Several properties in-

cluding a Mellin-type convolution theorem are proved. These results are similar

to those of Zemanian [1].

In this paper, we introduce a dense subspace ^DfiA) of HP(A). It does

not have an inductive-limit topology. The local structure theorem is no longer

discussed in [HP(A); B]. However, with a different method, we show that there

is still a bijection from [HM(A); B] onto [Hp ; [A; B]]. Further, we are able

to define the Hankel transformation of arbitrary order on H^A), which is still

an automorphism on H^A). We give some operational formulas at the end of

this paper.

Our notation is similar to that used in [1, 2, 4]. Given any two topological

vector spaces A and B, [A; B] denotes the linear space of all continuous
linear mappings of A into B. The element of B assigned by f e [A; B] to

(j> e A is denoted by (/,</>). [A; B] is supplied with the topology of uniform

convergence on bounded sets in A . || • \\B denotes the norm in any Banach

space B. R and C are the real and complex number fields. / is the open

interval (0, +oo). Other notation will be introduced as the need arises.

2. The correspondence between [H^A); B]

and [Hft; [A; B]] for p>-\

Following Zemanian, H^A) is defined as follows:

Definition 2.1. Let x be a real variable restricted to /. For each real number

p, <p(x) e HM(A) iff it is defined on /, takes its values in A , is smooth, and

for each pair of nonnegative integers m and Ac

y£ k(<p) ±sxip\\xm(x-xD)kx-»-xl24>(x)\\A
xei

is finite.  H^A) is a linear space. The topology of H^(A) is that generated by
lvP      loo
t'm,k>m,k=0 m

Definition 2.2. 4>(x) e DfiA) iff tp is defined on /, takes its value in A, is

smooth, and for every tp there exists b e I such that tp(x) = 0 for x e

[b, +oc). Let ^DfiA) ± DfiA) n HM(A).
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Theorem 2.1. The subspace ^DfiA) is dense in HM(A) fior all p e R.

Proof. Let X(x) e DfiC) such that X(x) = 1 for 0 < x < 1 and X(x) = 0 for
x >2.

For arbitrary (p'(x)eH^(A) and each pair of nonnegative integers m and Ac

we consider

xm(x-1/))/cx-"-1/2[A(x/A^)0(x) - (f>(x)]

v=0 ^    '

Therefore,

sup\\xm(x-xD)kx-»-x/2(}.(x/N)<p(x) - <p(x))\\A
xe/

^ \VJ X€I x>N X

It follows from 4> e H^A) that

s\ip\\(x-lD)k-vx-»-l'2<f>\\A
xei

is finite.
Since A(x) and its derivatives are bounded, it follows that

(x-lD)v[X(x/N)-l]       .        _, .    .     ,,       ,n^      ..
sup-^-L-!_?—i-i  _> o   as TV -y oo,  for fixed Ac and 0 < v < k,
x>N x

whence our assertion.

Hn(A) is not a p-type testing function space in the sense of Zemanian [2].

To see this, we choose <p(x) = xM+x/2e~x ao, ao e A and ao / 0. Then for

all xp , which is smooth from / into A with compact support contained in /,

7q o(0 - xp) > ||<2o||/2 > 0. This means the balloon

{6; deH^A), y^o(4>-d)<\\ao\\/3}

does not contain any element of Dm(A). Thus our result is true.

The following lemmas will be used subsequently (see [1, 2]).

Lemma 2.1. Let V ,W be locally convex spaces, and let T and P generate

families of seminorms of the topologies of V and W, respectively. Let f be a

linear mapping of V into W. The following four assertions are equivalent:

(i) / is continuous.

(ii) f is continuous at the origin.

(iii) For every continuous seminorm p on W, there exists a continuous semi-

norm y on V such that p(fi(6)) < y(0) for all 0.
(iv) For every p e P, there exists a constant M > 0 and a finite collection

{7x,72, ■■■ ,ym} cT such that

p(f(8)) < M max yk(0)
0<k<m

for all 6eV.

Lemma 2.2. For p>—\, the conventional h^ is an automorphism on H^(A).

Proof. Very similar to Theorem 5.4.-1, p. 141 of [1].
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Theorem 2.2. Every fi e [//^(v4); 5] uniquely defines age [H^; [A; B]]

through the equation

(g,6)a±(f,ea),       d€HM, aeA,

for all p e R.

Proof. Fixing upon some 6 e H^ we define a mapping jg of A into B by

Jea — if, Oa) for all aeA. It readily follows that je is linear. By Lemma

2.1 (iv) there exist positive integers mo, ko and a constant M > 0 such that

\\jea\\B = \\(f, da)\\B < M   max   fm k(da)
0<k<k0     m'K

0<m<ma

where

y» ,(6a)= sup\\xm(x-lD)kx-ft-l/2ea\\A
xei

= \\a\\A sup \xm(x-xD)kx-^xl26\.
jce/

Hence

\\Jea\\B < M\\a\\A   max   y»m k(d)
0<k<k0

0<m<mo

and

(2-1) 11*;*] <^   max    £   (0).
0<k<ko

0<m<mo

Next, set (g, 6) = 70 . This uniquely defines g as a mapping from //^ into

[A; B].  g is linear because, for any a e A , a, /? e C, and 6, xp e H^

(g,a6 + pxp)a = (f,a6a + fixpa) =a(f, da) + B{f, xpa)

= (a(g,d) + fi(g,xp))a.

Moreover, (2.1) implies that g is continuous.

Let ^DiQA denote the linear space of all tp e MDi(A) having representations

of the form tp = J2 0kak where 6k e ^D/, ake A , and the summation is over

a finite number of terms.

Theorem 2.3. The space ^Dj © A is dense in H^A) fior p> -\.

Proof. Let k(x) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For tp e iUDj(A) ,

we first show that

X(x/N)hf,(<p) -» hM(tp)   in HM(A) as N -» +oo for all p e R.

The following equation will be used (see [1]):

{_ir+kym{y-XD)ky-,-X/2hfi{(p){y)

(2-2)      = r"x^+2^+^(x-'/))mx^-|/>(x)]/^+"(+7)^.

Hence

sup||xm(x-|£>)/cx-"-1/2/2/J(p) h(~) - ll
*€/ I' I    \N / 1   A

^^fk\ (x-xD)v[X(x/N)-\] m+l.   _,-,*_   -a-xnu I   vn< > sup-l_lj_?—/.-i sup||xm+1(x  '/))"  'x "   'M^IU-
J^W*>JV * xet
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By what we have proved in Theorem 2.1,

sup  (x-xD)v[X(x/N) - 1]   _^ Q   asN^ocfm fixed kandO<v<k.
X>N X

Using equation (2.2) and noting that Jfl+k^.v+m+i(xy)/(xy)fl+k~v is bounded,

say by Bkyv<m , we get

sup||xm+1(x-1Z>)fc-';x-''-1/2^(9))|U
x&I

= SUP    [+0°y2»+2(k-v)+m+2[fy-\D)m+\y-p-X/2   (   ^P+k-v+m+xixy)

xei Jo (xyy+k-v       ' A

Choosing a positive integer n such that

y2p+2(k-v)+m+2 < (1 + y2)«    for all y e I

we have

sup\\y2'1+2{k-v)+m+2[(y-xD)m+xy->l-x'2tp(y)]\\A

yei

< sup||(1 +y2)n[(y-lDr+[y-f'-l/2<p(y)]\\A.
y&i

Since tp e pDi(A), there exists b e I such that tp(x) = 0 for x e [b, +oo). It

follows that

sup||xm+1(x-1D)fc-"x-''-1/2A^(p)||,1

x£l

<BkyVymb sup 11(1 +y2)n[(y-xD)m+xy^-xl2tp(y)]\\A
yei

is finite. Therefore,

X(x/N)hljl(tp) -» hn(<p)   in Hp,(A) as TV —> +00.

Second, we prove that ^DiQA is dense in //^(^) for p > — j . For a positive

integer mi , we have

VxyMxy) - X.      jir(p + j+i)      +,^+1      mn + j + i)      •

For every tp e ^Dj(A), the term

T -l(X\  [+0°g(n^{Xt)l/2{-l)J{Xt/2)M+2j dt
Tn^-X[n)J0     V{t%       j\T(p + j+l)       dt>

where N, mx — 1,2, ... , belongs to ^Dj © A since p> -\. Now

/■+00

TN,mi- tp^y/xlJ^x^dt
Jo

= ^>mi-x(-jy       tp(t)yfxlJ,(xt)dt

/x\   f+oc f+oc
+ Af —J/      tp^y/xiJ^x^dt- tp^yfxtJ^x^dt.
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By what we have just proved, for arbitrary e > 0, there exists an Nx such that

for N > Nx , we have

sup llx^x-'Z^x-"-'/^^/^/^) " M?)]IU < £/2 •
xa

Fixing N  (> Nx), then

/x x [A (x/)'/2(-lV(x?/2r2^ _   _
H/vJ[^     jir(p + j + i)       ^Jfl(xt)

and its derivatives with respect to x converge to zero uniformly on every com-

pact subset of /. It has a uniformly bounded support. Therefore it converges

in the sense of Schwartz, whose topology is stronger than that of H^ (see [1]).

It follows that there exists an Le/ such that as long as mx > L, then for all

t<b,

mi _.m* _iU_x/2.[x\\^(xt)x'2(-iy(xt/2y+2J    ,-
supx-(x xD)kx » x'2x(-)   E       jir(p + j+l)        -J"'***)

- 2MX '

where Mx = bsupt€l \\<p(t)\\A • If M\ = 0, then there is nothing to be proved.

Therefore,

r /-+oo I

sup ^(r'O)^-"-"2   TN,m. - /      tp(t)^xtJ^(xt)dt       <£
x€l [JO 1    A

provided N > Nx , m i > L.
Since h^ is an automorphism on HM(A) for p > -j by Lemma 2.2 and

pDi(A) is dense in H/U(A), it follows that h/l(fUDi(A)) is dense in H^A). Our

assertion follows directly from the fact that ^D/ © A is dense in h/1(tlDi(A)).

Theorem 2.4. There is a bijection from [H^(A); B] onto [H^ ; [A ; B]] defined

by
(g, 6)a = (f, 6a)

where aeA, g e[H^;[A; B]], and fi e [HM(A) ;B], 6 e H^ for p>-\.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, every / e [HM(A);B] uniquely defines age

[Hp; [A ; B]] through the equation

(g,0)a±(f,8a)   forall//e/c.

Let us consider the converse. For every tp e ^D/ © A , we define

(f><P) = '52(g>Qk)ak    for tp = ^6kak.

It follows from the definition that fi is linear on ^Dj © A . We wish to show

that / is continuous. Indeed, for arbitrary e > 0, as long as da (6 e MDi,

aeA) belongs to the balloon {tp; y^ k(tp) < e/M, m - 0, 1, ... , aa?0,

ac = 0, 1, ... , aco} . M, m0, /cn are defined as follows. We infer that

\\(f,9a)\\B = \\(g,6)a\\B<\\a\\A-\\(g,d)\\[A:B].
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By Lemma 2.1(iv), there exist M > 0 and positive integers mo, aco such that

\\(fi,ea)\\B<\\a\\A-M   max   j£>Jk(0) < M-e/M = e.

0<m<mo

Therefore / is continuous at the origin. By Lemma 2.1 (ii), / is continuous on

pDj © A . According to Theorem 2.3, ^Df © A is dense in H^A) for p> -\ .
Thus our assertion is true.

3. The Hankel transformation h^ on H^A)

AND THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN   [H^A) \ B]   AND   [H^ ; [A ] B]]
FOR ARBITRARY  p

We shall use the following differential and integral operators due to Zemanian

[1]:

A^(x) = x"+,/2/)x-/'-1/2^(x),

A?>(x) = x-"-1/2Z)x"+1/>(x),

A/-V(x) = x^1/2 f r»-xl2(p(t)dt.
J oo

Lemma 3.1.  Nf, is a continuous linear mapping of H^A) into H/i+x(A).

Indeed, y^^N^tp) = yum k+x(<p) for every tp e H^A) and every choice of

m and Ac.

Lemma 3.2.  N~x is a continuous linear mapping of Hfi+X(A) into H^A).

Proof. Assume that tp(x) e Hfl+X(A) and Ac is a fixed positive integer. Then

(x-lD)kx-"-1/2N-l<p(x) = (x'[D)kx-^x/2xf'+l/2 f  r"-x/2tp(t)dt
«/CXD

= (x']D)k-lx->l-i'2(p(x).

Hence

Vm,k(N,71<P) = y%',[-i(<P),        ac =1,2,3,...,  m = 0,1,2.

A similar result for the case Ac = 0 can be derived as follows:
/•OO

\\xmx-"-l'2N-l9(x)\\A < xm /   ||r"-'/V(0IUdt
Jx

<   /     \\tmt-^xl2tp(t)\\Adt
J X

/• + 00 1

< /      -—,(tm+x + tm+2)r'i'ii2(p(t)    dt~   JO 1+'2 A

^  /    TV72- SUP\\(tm+]+tm^)r^'2tp(t)\\A.
Jo    1 + *      tei

Therefore

^,o(^"V)<f[C'.,o(?') + C+3,o(^)]5        m = 0,1,2,....

It follows from the above that N~x is a continuous linear mapping of Hfl+X(A)

into H^(A).
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Let p e R and let Ac be a positive integer such that p + k > - A . Assume

that tp e Hn(A) and define hllyk on H^A) by (see Koh [4])

O(x) = h,yk(tp(y)) = (-l)kx~k*„+*#„+*-! ■ ■ ■ N,+xNMy) ■

Let O(x) e Hn(A) and define h~\ on H^(A) by

Theorem 3.1.  /a^j.   is an automorphism on H^(A).   Its inverse is h~xk  and

hp,k = hM if p>-{2.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, tp —> N^N^+X ■ ■ ■ Npi+k_xtp is an isomorphism

from H^A) onto Hfl+k(A).

By Lemma 2.2, /z^+j. is an automorphism on H/J+k(A) for p + k > -A.

It follows from y^ k(x~ktp) = y^k(<p) that (9 —> x~V is an isomorphism

from Hp+k(A) onto H^A). Therefore hflyk is an automorphism on HP(A).

Similarly h~lk is an automorphism on HP(A) and is inverse to hMyk because

h~lk = h^+k and the inverse of N^+k_x • • 'N„ is N~x ■ ■ • 2V^_,.

To prove the last statement, let tp(y) e HP(A), p> -\, and consider Ac = 1 ;

/»oo

hp,i<p = -r'Vi^ = -x"1 /   ^'^[^-"-'/V^JlVSyVi^)^
jo

/•oo

= - x-Xy/xyJli+x(xy)tp(y)\0x' + /    f{y)y/xyJll(xy)dy.
Jo

Since p(;y) is of rapid descent and y/xyJn+i(xy) is bounded as y —> oo,

while <p(y) = 0(y>1+x/2) and y/3eyJ^+i{xy) = 0(y^l2) as v- -» 0+, the limit

terms are zero for p> -\. Thus hPyiq> = hptp . By induction, h^yk — hp for

li>-\.
Note that the definition of h^k is independent of the choice of Ac so long

as k+fi > — j . Indeed, if k > p > -p- \ , then hp+pk_p = hp+p by Theorem
3.1; hence

K,k(p = (-l)kx-khp+kNli+k_x ■■■Nfltp

= (-l)Px-P(-l)k-Px^k-^h^p+k.pN^+p+k_p_x---Nfl+pNlU+p_x---Nfl<p

= (-l)px-phtl+Pyk_pN/i+p_x---N/i<p

= (-Ifx-fh^pN^p-i ■ ■ ■ N^tp = hp_yPtp.

Definition 3.1. Let p e R and Ac be a positive integer such that p + k > -i_ .

For any / e [H^A); B], the generalized Hankel transform h'Mf is defined by

(h'flfi,<p) = {f,hflyktp),       tpeHp(A).

By Theorem 3.1 and the fact that aa^ is the adjoint operator of h/lyk on

HM(A), we have

Theorem 3.2.  h'^ is an automorphism on [HP(A); B] for all p e R.
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Applying operator T = Nfl+k_x ■■■Nli,we have

Theorem 3.3. Let A and B be two Banach spaces.  There is a bijection from

[HP(A); B] onto [H„ ; [A; B]] defined by

(g, 6)a = (fi, Oa)

where aeA, 0 eH^, g e [//„ ; L4; B]], and fi e [H^A) ;B], peR.

Proof. For arbitrary p e R,we choose a positive integer Ac such that p + k>

—j . The operator T is an isomorphism from pDj®A onto ^D^A , which

is dense in H^+^A). Also T is an isomorphism from H^A) onto HM+k(A).

Therefore, M/)/ © A is dense in H^A). By Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, there is a

bijection from [H^A); B] onto [H^ ; [A; B]] satisfying the above equation.

4. Some operational formulas

We now establish certain transformation formulas relating to the Bessel-type

differential operator M^N^ , which are similar to those obtained in [4], but on

HM)-

Lemma 4.1. Let p be a fixed real number and k a positive integer >—p—\.

Thenfor every tpeH^A), hft+Xyk(Nfitp) = -xh/lyk(tp).

Proof. By definition

hp+x,k(N,u<P) = (~l)kx~khp+x+kN^+x+k ■ ■ ■ Nn+iNrf

= -xhflyk+x(tp) = -xhflyk(tp).

Turning to the linear operator M^ , we prove that tp —* M^tp is a continuous

linear mapping of H^+^A) onto H^(A) ■  Indeed, for tp e HP+X(A) and any

choice m and Ac

yli k(M^)= sup\\xm(x-xD)kx-2fl-xDx2fl+2x-»-3/2<p(x)\\A
xei

= sup \\(2p + 2)xm(x-xD)kx-^l2tp(x)
xei

+ xm(x-xD)kx2(x-xD)x-fl-3/2tp(x)\\A

= ■ ■ ■ = sup \\2(p + k+ l)xm(x-[D)kx-fl-3/2tp(x)
xe/

+xm+2(x-1JD)/c+1x-"-3/29)(x)|U

<2\p + k+l\y^ki<P) + y^2,k+M-

This implies our assertion.

Lemma 4.2. Let p and k be as in Lemma 4.1. Thenfor every tp e Hfi+X(A)

hp,k(Mfitp) = xhfl+iyk(tp).

Proof. Using the relation

Np+k-X ■ ■ ■ Nfl+xN^tp(x) = x^k+xl2(x-xD)kx-^xl2tp(x)

we have
/•oo

htlyk(Mlltp) = (-l)kx-k /    y/xyJ,+k(xy)y^k+x/2y2(y-xD)k+xy-"-x-x'2tpdy
Jo

(4.1) +(-l)kx~k(2p + 2k + 2)

x /    JxyJp+k(xy)-yK+k+x'2(y-lD)ky-»-l'2-xtpdy.

Jo
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We now show that xhli+Xyk(tp) reduces to (4.1). Indeed

/•OO

xhfl+Xyk(tp) = (-l)kx-k+x /    ^xyJ,+k+x(xy)y^k+x+xl2(y-xD)ky-^l2(pdy.
Jo

From the formula (see [5])

J,+k+x(xy) = -x-xy»+kDy-»-kJn+k(xy)

and an integration by parts, we obtain

xhp+iyk(tp) = (-l)k+lx-k+x/2

/•OO

x /    y2ft+2k+2(y-[D)ky-"-y2tp-D[y-^kJfl+k(xy)]dy
Jo

= (-1)*+1jc-*+1/2 I y»+k+2J,+k(xy)(y-xD)ky-K-V2tp\™

/•OO

- /   y-^J^xy)
Jo

xD[y2fl+2k+2(y-lD)k •y-fl-3/2tp]dy\ .

The limit terms vanish because tp e Hfl+X(A). Since

Dry2p.+2k+2fy-lQjky-p-Wy] _ y2p.+2k+3(y-lD}k+ly-p.-3/2

+ (2p + 2k + 2).y2^+2k+x(y-lD)y-fi-3/2tp ,

we see that xajm+1 k(tp) equals the right-hand side of (4.1). This completes the

proof.

Lemma 4.3. Let p be any fixed real number and k a positive integer >-p-j.

Then, for every tp e HP(A),

hfiyk(MllNlltp) = -x2hMyk(tp).

Proof. From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.

Similarly, we can show

Lemma 4.4. Let p be any fixed real number and k a positive integer >-p-\.

Then, for every tp e HP(A),

MfiNIJhflyktp = hltyk(-x2tp).

Theorem 4.1. For any real p and fi e [HP(A); B],

M,N,h'J = h'lx[-x2f}.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that

(h'fl[-x2fi], tp) = (-x2/, h^.tp) = (fi, -x2h,yktp) = (fi, h^dM.N.tp))

= (h')1f,MllN,<p) = (M>lN)1h,ll,tp).
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